Aid for Ukraine that makes real impact
200 ambulances destroyed or stolen by invading forces

600 hospitals damaged

101 hospitals destroyed

Data source: Ukraine Ministry of Health
Fact: Ukraine needs ambulances and medical aid.

Ukraine has been at war since late February.

The war is affecting access to medical care on all levels due to supply shortages, limited medical staff, and logistical obstacles.

An ambulance with necessary equipment reaching somebody in time is the difference between life and death.

Emergency medical care is vital not just for the wounded in the war. People still give birth and have various medical emergencies.
What's the impact of one car?

This is a used ambulance bought in Netherlands. In March 2022 it got a second life and was delivered to Ukraine together with 4 ambulance vehicles. It got to Kharkiv where it immediately was put to work.

At the time of writing this, it saved over 200 Kharkiv residents representing the most vulnerable population. It helped 50 people evacuate from Kharkiv region. It delivered humanitarian aid too. It saves lives. Most likely, it is saving someone’s life right now.
We are **Stitching Zeilen Van Vrijheid**: a grassroots nonprofit organisation registered in the Netherlands.

Our team, volunteers, and drivers. We buy the best used ambulances available in the EU, equip them with life-saving medical devices and then bring them to Ukraine.
How we do that

- We collect the funds
- We find the cars and medical/humanitarian cargo
- We conduct all technical inspections and arrange export documents
- We communicate with Ukrainian authorities and hospitals to understand the current situation and get the information where ambulances are needed the most
- Our volunteers then drive the vehicles to hospitals in Ukraine
How you can help

You
Donate / Partner with us

Us
Find and load the cars
Conduct technical inspections and arrange export documents
Deliver the vehicles to hospitals in Ukraine
Provide a detailed report on the use of funds
What's the cost

We partner with organisations that supply used vehicles, auto parts, medical equipment, and medical supplies at a discounted price, but having the funds to source everything on the secondary market gives us scale and flexibility.

*costs are indicative and we source best cars for your budget

€30,000* One used ambulance

€20,000* Necessary medical supplies
What's in it for you

1. Brand image
   Boost social capital by showing that your company helps support Ukraine with vital equipment in the time of war and humanitarian crisis.

2. Loyalty
   Increase employee and customer loyalty by showing your leadership’s caring and humanist approach.

3. Clear stance
   Attract new clientele by promoting your anti-war and pro-humanitarian stance.

4. Saving lives
   There is nothing more precious than human lives. People need medical supplies and help daily.
### Our impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambulances</th>
<th>Fire truck</th>
<th>Support vehicles</th>
<th>Medical supplies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>140 tn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Successfully delivered and deployed
Thanks to the generous donations of Xebia and GitNation, we purchased a used ambulance, filled it with lifesaving equipment, and sent it directly to the Kyiv Regional Children's Hospital in Boyarka.

The ambulance was fully branded with Xebia's logo (per our agreement, GitNation forwent branding), received media support, and photo opportunities with the hospital staff.

Video
Per request of Ukrainian Ministry of Health, Zeilen purchased a neonatal ambulance to transport prematurely born infants and infants with heavy pathological disorders, loaded it with baby items collected from the Dutch parents and delivered it to Odesa Regional Paediatric Hospital.

The ambulance was paid for by an anonymous corporate sponsor. Two more neonatal ambulances and one pediatric ambulance are in the works.
Evacuation of heavily-wounded Ukrainian soldiers to a German hospital

Zeilen Van Vrijheid coordinated evacuation of six heavily-wounded Ukrainian Armed Forces soldiers. We worked with the groups Disaster Tech Lab and Bosec Medical Services to soldiers’ transportation from Ukraine to the Luisenhospital in Aachen, Germany. They arrived on May 19.

Zeilen van Vrijheid paid for evacuation costs. Luisenhospital and the German government will share the cost of treatment. This was organised by our medical coordinator Maria Pedenko.

[Kyivpost article]
Why we are different

We are efficient
Thanks to our agreements with the State Border Guard Service and numerous other government offices in Ukraine, our vehicles are not unloaded at the border and proceed through customs with no delays.

We connect
We are in direct contact with Ukrainian hospitals, government offices, and diplomatic missions. We partner with local officials and volunteers, as well as humanitarian aid organisations and groups in Europe.

We optimise
We have deals with humanitarian organisations that provide the most costly medical devices free of charge. Our outreach to hospitals and suppliers across the EU allow us to source additional medical aid as charitable donations.
Who we've partnered with to date

Xebia
GitNation
ASAGAO

ASBIS
STP
You?
Partner with us.
There's still so much to do and so many to help.

info@zeilenvanvrijheid.nl